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Abstract- -Global  existence of a solution to the system of isothermal 1-D Euler equations for 
electrons and ions coupled by the Poisson equation is proved using Glimm's scheme as Poupaud, 
Rascle, and Vila in the semiconductor context. The key point is the use of the almost conservation 
of charge for estimating the total variation of the electric field. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Euler-Poisson system arises in modeling the dynamics of a plasma constituted by electrons 
and ions in a self-consistent electric field. This problem is classical in plasma physics, and there is 
no existence result up to now for long time and arbitrary large data. However, such an existence 
result has been proved by Poupaud, Rascle, and Vila [1] for an isothermal hydrodynamic model 
used in semiconductors physics. In this context, the authors are interested in the transport 
of electrons with interactions with a fixed background on ions. We refer to [1] for a review 
of the mathematical studies on the Euler-Poisson system, and we mention a recent paper on 
the travelling wave analysis of this system [2]. In this article, a hydrodynamic model for both 
electrons and ions in a collisionless medium coupled by the Poisson equation is considered from 
the view point of existence of weak solutions. In Section 2, the problem is stated and the main 
result given. Then, the numerical scheme is described (Section 3) and some basic properties 
of Riemann problems and Glimm methods are recalled [3,4]. Otherwise, uniform estimates are 
obtained for the approximate solutions. In Section 5, the convergence ofthe constructed solutions 
to an admissible weak solution of the Euler-Poisson system is proved. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND MAIN RESULTS 
The electrons are described by their density no(x, t) and their velocity ue(x, t) depending on 
time t > 0 and space variables x C R. The ions are described by hi(X, t) and ui(x, t), respectively. 
The electric field is denoted by E(x,t). The scaled equations are the mass (or charge) and 
momentum conservation equations for each species 
On~ O(n~u~) 
0--7- + 0z 0, a i, e, (2.1) 
O(nam,u~) 0 (n~m~u~ + n~Ta) 
+ = q~n~E, ~ = i, e, (2.2) 
Ot Ox 
where (~ = e for the electrons and a = i for the ions. The dimensionless physical constants 
ms, qa, Ta, and ca = ~/Ta/rn~ are, respectively, the mass, the charge, the temperature, and the 
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thermal velocity of the O~ th species. The charges are scaled according to qi = -qe = 1. These fluid 
equations are coupled by the electric field given in terms of the densities by the scaled Poisson 
equation 
OE 
Ox = ni - ne. (2.3) 
Equations (2.1),(2.2) for a = i, e and (2.3) will be referred to as the Euler-Poisson (E-P) system; 
they are supplemented with the initial data 
ns(0, x) : n°(x), us(0, x) = u°(x), x • R.  (2.4) 
Moreover, we shall assume that only a bounded region is out of equilibrium; more precisely, we 
assume that the electric neutrality is satisfied out of this region, i.e., 
n°(x) n°(x) n + u°(x) + u°(x) : u + +x > L, : : , : U e , { ' (2.5) 
where the notation =t=x > L stands for all +x > L or x < -L .  Finally, we have to complete the 
model by the value of the electric field E - ( t )  at x -- -co,  which we shall assume to be given in 
BV space. Then, we define electric field, velocity, and current at infinity by 
~0 tE+(t) = E+(0) + ( j - ( s )  - j+(s))  ds, Yt > O, 
E+(0) = Z-(O) + .~ (n°(y) - n°(y)) dy, 
+ qa ~o t E+(s) ds, Vt > O, = us m.  
j+ (t) = n + (u~(t) - u~(t)) , 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
which are called the solutions at infinity to the (E-P) problem. In the sequel, we prove Theo- 
rem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume 
nsO ~_ nmin > O, na° E BV(R) ,  usO E BV(R) ,  E -  • BV(O, +co), (2.10) 
and (2.5) hold, then the Euler-Poisson problem has a global entropy solution. 
Let us recall that a solution of the E-P problem is called an entropy solution if it satisfies 
O(S u  + nsT u ) 
O--'t- + Ox + qsn~u~E < O, a = i, e, (2.11) 
in the distributional sense, with a = i, e, Ss = (1/2)nsm~u~ + naTs ln(na). We shall give the 
main steps of the proof. In Section 3, we construct approximate solutions of the E-P problem by 
splitting the equations (2.1)-(2.3) into the source free hyperbolic part treated with the Glimm 
scheme and an O.D.E. for the source terms using a direct integration. Then, we recall classical 
features of the Riemann problem for the isothermal Euler system. The main result, first pointed 
out by Nishida [4], is that the total variation of ln(ns) is nonincreasing in time when using the 
Glimm scheme. In order to control the total variation of the electric field, we use an artificial 
correction of the charge. A second difficulty is to estimate the increase of velocities due to the 
electric field, since the C.F.L. condition depends on the L °° norm of the velocity; this can be done 
via an invariant region for the Riemann problem in the (n~, us) plane. Then, the convergence 
result follows the same lines as [1]. 
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3. THE NUMERICAL SCHEME 
We construct an approximate solution, constant at time tp on each interval of the form Ik = 
[xk - h/2, xk + h/2], xk = kh, k • Z and the sequence tp is defined by 
tp=ETk  , Vp~'p=h, vp>O,  pEN.  (3.1) 
k~p 
The sequence (Vp)p>_O will be chosen later. Our scheme consists in splitting the equations into 
the hyperbolic part and an O.D.E. which takes into account he electric source terms. Starting 
with an approximate solution at time tp, we first use a Glimm scheme during a half-time step 
and then we explicitly integrate the O.D.E. during the next half-time step. 
We shall first define the approximate solutions at infinity as follows: Ep = E - ( tp ) ,  then 
by differentiating (2.3) with respect o t, we get + E;  1 = E+p + ( jp - j ; )Tp+ 1 and integrating 
0 h 0,h denotes the piecewise-constant in space gives Eo + = E o + fR(ni'  (y) - n°'h(y)) dy where na 
approximation of the data, constants on the intervals Ik which satisfies the hypothesis (2.5). The 
± 
discretized velocities at infinity are given by u±s,p+l = Us,p± + (qa/ms)Ep+lTp+l. It is easy to 
check that these discretized solutions at infinity satisfy (see [5]) 
u ~ (3.2) IEp~I<ET,  I s ,~ I<UT,  a : i ,e .  
Now, we assume that the approximate values ns,p and Uc~,p of the solutions na and us of the 
Euler Problem, constant on each interval Ik are known at time tp and satisfy (for c~ = i, e) 
ns,p >_ 0, z E R, (3.3) 
ns,p(X) n +, us,~(x) ± = = us ,  =k x > L + ph. (3.4) 
Then, nam+l and Ua,p+l are defined as follows: let V~ = (n~, u~), V + = ~(n+s, u+~s, be initial 
data for x < 0 and x > 0, respectively. The Riemann problem for the Euler equations (i.e., 
(2.1) and (2.2) with no source term E = 0 in (2.2) which is referred to as Euler equations (E) in 
this paper) has a unique centered admissible weak solution, that we note ~)~(V~, V+,  4) where 
= x/t .  The index k denotes the value of an arbitrary function at point xk. We define (for 
C~ = i,e) 
1 
Va,p+(1/2)(k ) = "12s (Vs,p(k), Vs,p(k -b 1), (1 - ~p)Vp_kl), if f~p ~_ 2 '  
1 (3.5) 
v~,~+(1/2)(k) : v. (vo,~(k - 1), vs,~(k), ~v~+l) ,  if ~ < 7 
The sequence (l~p)p>_O is the usual random sequence in the Glimm scheme (i.e., the numerical 
scheme will converge for almost every sequence (/~p)p>_0; see Section 5). The discretized ensity 
ns,p+l at time tp+l is given by n~,p+l = ns,p+(1/2), ~ = i, e. Then, (3.3) and (3.4) are satisfied 
for p + 1. The discretized charge concentration (p = ni - ne) is defined by 
pp+l(X) = (1 + ni,p+l(x))~/i,p+l - (1 + n~,p+l(x))~/~,p+l, for Ix] < L + (p + 1)h), 
(3.6) 
pp+l(X) = 0, for + x > L + (p + 1)h, 
where the ~a,p are chosen in order for the charge conservation equation to hold. They are given 
by 
L 
6s,0 - - / _  (1 + n°a'h(y)) dy, ~ = i,e, (3.7) 
L 
+ + (n-  6vl,pq-1 = ~s,p J- Tp+lqs  (n Us,  p - -  n Us,p) + + n +) h, a = i, e, [[L+(,+I)h ]-1 
"rs,p+l = 5s,,+1 x LJ-(L+(P+~) h) (1 + n. ,p+~(x) )  dx  ~ = i, e, (3.8) 
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and we shall prove later that  the ~a,p are closed to 1. It allows us to get a uniform est imate on 
]lpp]lL 1 as in [1] (see also [5]). Now, the approximate lectric field is defined on each interval Ik 
by Ep+l(k) = Ep+ 1 + fz_~ Pp+l(X) dx and satisfies 
Ep+l(X) =I= = E~+ 1, for + x > L + ph, (3.9) 
and the approximate velocities Ua,p+l are defined on each interval Ik by 
qa 
Ua,p+l = Ua,p + ~-~Ep+lTp+l, for a = i, e, (3.10) 
and (3.9) implies that  (3.4) holds for Ua,p+l. The numerical scheme is defined. 
4. THE R IEMANN PROBLEM AND UNIFORM EST IMATES 
In this section, we deal with the Riemann problem associated with Euler (E) system. First, 
recall that  solving the Riemann problem consists of constructing an intermediate state V ° = 
(n °, u°a) such that (V~-, V ° )  are connected by a 1-wave and (V ° ,  V +)  are connected by a 2-wave. 
The waves are characterized by the Riemann invariants for the rarefactions and by the jump 
relations and the entropy inequalities for the shocks. We introduce the functions Fa defined by 
t, ( ) for t < O, (4.1) 
Fa(t) = t for t > 0, 2ca sinh ~ , 
with r/a = ca In(na). Then, the intermediate state V ° is defined as follows: rl ° = ca ln(n °) is the 
unique solution (since Fa is increasing) of 
u~ - u + = Fa (r/°a - r/g) + Fa (r/° - r/+), (4.2) 
and u a° is given by ua0 = u + + Fa(rl ° - rl+). In order to est imate the BV norm of the solutions, 
we define a simplified Gl imm functional by 
Ga(Vj,V~ +) = It/° - rg  I + It/° - r/+ I , (4.3) 
which can be used [4] to evaluate total variations Ga(V~, V +) = TV(rla(., t)) for t > 0, since r/a 
is monotone across the simple waves. We use the notations of Section 3. Let V h be a function 
vh :  1R --~ R~_ x R, constant (and equal to Vh(k)) on each interval Ik. We introduce the functional 
J~(Vh) = Y~.kez Ga(Vh(k), V2( k+ 1)), which allows the estimation of the BV norm of the family 
of approximate solutions defined in Section 3. Now, we are going to choose the sequence Vp. We 
need to solve system (E) between tp and tp+l. Therefore, the Riemann problems on various Ik 
should not interact, which leads to the following C.F.L. condition 
vv+t _> 2 max (llua,plloo + ca). (4.4) 
~=i,e 
Defining reeursively Vp and jp as  follows: 
vl = 2 max (Ua,T + Ca + ja,o), ja,o >-- Za (V°),  (4.5) 
TpKT 
Up+ 1 = 2 ma x (Us,T ~- Ca "Jr- Ja,p), ja,p = ja,p-- 1 -t- - - ,  (4.6) 
a=~,e ma 
with KT = 6i,0 + 6e,0 + 2(n-  + n+)(UT + vp)T and Ua,T = r/~- + [[u°ll~ + [[rl°[[~+ 
(T/ma)(IIE-I[L~(O,T) + KT) which bound, respectively, TV(Ep) and IlUa,pll~ (see [5]). One 
proves [5] the following uniform estimates in L °° and in BV space. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For a fixed T > 0 and vl such that vl > 2 maxa=i,~ (Ua,T + ca + Ja (V°)), the 
sequence (na,p, Ua,p) defined in Section 3 with Vp given by (4.6) satisfies 
Ilua,p[l~ + TV(ua,p) + I[~/a,pHoo + TVO?a,p ) < Ca,T. (4.7) 
Moreover, the CFL condition (4.4) is satisfied. 
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5. SKETCH OF CONVERGENCE PROOF 
For any fixed h and for any given sequence (tip), we consider the sequences (na,p, Ua,p) for 
a -- i, e such that Proposition 4.1 holds. We now define the approximations n h,~ and u h'z by 
t.h,Z , ,h,~ be the solution of system (E) on nh'~(X,tp) = n~,p and uh'fl(X,tp) = U~,p. Let V~ = ~,~ ,~ , 
(tp, tp+~) for a = i, e. The electric field is defined by 
ph,fl (1 + nh,Z)7~,~ (1 + nh ,Z)h ,~ 
Eh'~(x,t)  = E- ( t )  + ph'~(y)dy, 
tp < t < tp+l, ~ = i, e, (5.1) 
x • t > 0, (5.2) 
x ~ R, t > o. (5.3) 
Using some error estimates on the weak formulation of system (E) and of the entropy equa- 
tion (2.11), we have the following proposition on time regularity (see [5]). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let At  > 0 be fixed. Then, for any h < At~v1, for all t • (0, T - At) and for 
any bounded interval I of R, we have 
f ln~'~(x,t + At) - nh'P(x,t) dx < CT, I At~ (5.4) 
f I  h fl h fl ~h fio.h fl~ - (' a' ~a' ) dx < u;  ) (x,t + at)  (x,t) _ c ,,at, (5.5) 
[Th'f~(t + At) - ~fh'Z(t) dx <_ CT, IAt .  (5.6) 
Moreover, for all Ax  • R, we get 
IEh'Z(x + Ax , t  + At) - Eh'~(x,t)l  dx <_ CT (At + IAxl). (5.7) 
Since the sequences nh'Z(., t) and x..a(q~.h'fl?th'fl~(_c~ j~., t) are uniformly bounded in BV(R)  by Proposi- 
tion 4.1, they are in a compact set of LI( I )  by the Ascoli Theorem and we have Proposit ion 5.2. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For all/3 • (0, 1) N, there exists a subsequence still denoted h which converges 
to 0 such that for c~ = i, e, 
h,fl ~h,/3" h,fl ---4 n~ --+ us, ,b~ ~ n~u~, 
E h'fl --+ E, 
.y h , fl __+ .y ~ , 
ph,Z ~ p, 
where ha, e Lip(O,T, E • 
and we have p = (1 + ni)7~ - (1 + ne)7~- 
in C ° ([0,T]; L~oc(R)) , (5.8) 
in C°([0, T] x ]~), (5.9) 
in C°([0, T]), (5.10) 
in C ° ([0, T]; LI(]R)), (5.11) 
Lip([O,T] x •), "y E Lip(O,T), p e Lip(O,T, LI(R)) ,  
By a classical argument of separability, we deduce that up to a subsequence, for any test- 
function ¢, for almost all /3 and for a = i, e, the error terms due to the random choice in the 
Gl imm scheme converge to 0 in L2-norm when h --~ 0. Then, Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of 
Proposit ion 5.3. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The limits na,nauc~,E (for c~ = i ,e) given in Proposition 5.2 are entropy 
weak solutions of the Euler-Poisson system. 
PROOF. Let ¢ be an arbitrary test-function with compact support in (-cx~, T) x •. We can pass 
to the limit in the weak formulation of the mass equation which yields 
f~fo  T n~-~O¢ + (n~u~)_~ xO0 = f nO(x)¢(x,O)dx. (5.12) 
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In the same way, we have the consistency of the solutions with the momentum equations and 
entropy inequalities. We have to prove the consistency with Poisson equation, i.e, that  -r u,~ tends 
to V = 1 (or equivalently that ph,~7 tend to p = (ni -n~) )  and therefore, the limit E is the solution 
of Poisson equation (with p = ni - ne). But, we have 
/= L i/  /o" O(x,t) dx = n i (x , t ) -ne(x , t )dx  = n° (x ) -n°e(x )dx+ j - ( s ) - j+(s )ds ,  LT 
and, on the other hand, we have 
S: p(x,t)dx = ((1 + ni(x,t))Ti(t) - (1 + n~(x,t))%(t)) dx, LT 
since p = 0 for x > LT and for x < --LT. Then, we have for x > LT and t < T, ne(x,t) = 
ni(x,t) = n + and we obtain p(x,t) = (1 + n+)7~(t) - (1 + n+)%(t) = 0 and thus, % = ~'i = 7. 
The above equalities gives 7(t) = 1 for all t in (0, T). The last point is to pass to the l imit in the 
source terms by means of 
) < C:r -p, 
I Ep(z )  - E(x,t)l <_ CTrp, 
t ~ (tp- l , tp) ,  
x E •, t e ( tp- l , tp) .  
The details of the proofs can be found in [5]. 
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